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Abstract: Detection and correction of errors has become an essential part of any communication system. Over the years,
error correction codes have been proposed, that work towards reaching the Shannon Limit. Among all the ones proposed,
Turbo codes are the only codes that approach the Shannon Limit. The bit error rate is taken as the criteria and always an
attempt was made to minimize it. The bit error rate while using 3D Turbo Codes[2] was improved compared to conventional
turbo codes. To achieve better results, Adaptive 3D-TC have been proposed [1] and compared to 3D TC. It is observed that
for majority of cases, BER was less. In this paper, the signal to noise ratio is further increased and the corresponding BER
values are calculated.
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__________________________________________________________________________
Introduction
Wireless Mobile communication occupies very important role in telecommunication industry and is fastest
growing field. It provides access to the global network at any time irrespective of the location or mobility of the
user. Due to the progress of Internet and Cellular communication, mobile communication has become
indispensable. The future mobile communication requires transmission of data to be done at higher bit rates
which are used for many services like image and signal processing and also many network related applications.
Ideally, the information is to be transferred to the destination from the source without compromising on quality
of the message which should be preserved. In this regard, communication system plays a vital role. Digital
information is altered by modulator into analog waveforms. They are transmitted through a noisy medium.
Subsequently, they are changed back into symbols in a sequence at receiver by the demodulator. The
information is transferred with the aim of achieving reliable communication at transmission rates approaching
channel capacity given by the Shannon limit. The information sequence that is to be transmitted consists of
several parts that have different degrees of significance. Hence, there is a need for different levels of protection
against noise. As the information is transmitted over the communication channel, presence of noise in the
channel result in errors in the sequence. The information has to be protected from occurrence of errors.
Protection is done by a method called coding or channel coding, where information is disguised using different
codes.
Codes are the set of symbols to which meanings or values are attached and are designed to provide different
levels of data protection. Hence, the role of error correction codes becomes more prominent. Introduction of
error control codes improve the efficiency and accuracy of the transmitted information. Therefore, the coding
used for controlling errors has become crucial part in the design of modern communication and digital storage
systems. The elemental concept of error control coding is the addition of redundancy at the transmitter, which
converts the transmitted bits to a longer sequence of bits (codeword) to combat errors introduced by the noise in
the channels. The exploitation of this redundancy is done at the receiver to detect and / or correct errors.
A modified turbo code called Three-Dimensional Turbo Codes (3D-TC) has been chosen in the research for
further improvement. Third component is introduced in traditional turbo codes which improved the code
performance. In 3D-TC, the parameters such as permeability and permutation rates are constant. Under different
noisy environments the permeability and permutation rates remain static and affect the performance. To address
the problem, ‘Adaptive third component Turbo Code (A3D-TC)’ [1] is proposed in which the parameters are
made to vary with different noisy environments.
The Adaptive Third Dimensional Turbo Codes
In A3D-TC, as shown in Fig: 1. the third component parameters are made adaptive. This is accomplished by
generating a Genetic Algorithm (GA) based knowledge source and feeding it to feed forward neural network.
The network outputs third component parameters according to the noise and signal strengths so that bit error rate
at decoding section can be minimized in an effective way. The permeability and permutation rates are found
with respect to the different noise strength. The data so obtained is utilized to train Artificial Intelligence (AI).
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Figure:1 A3D-TC Encoder

The AI technique uses a classifier which will feed forward neural network. The classifier is trained in such a
way that the permeability rate and permutation possibilities are decided as per the strength of the noise. As per
the decision level, different states of connections are established with post encoder and hence the third
component is determined. Such third component will be dynamically varying when the strength of the channel
noise varies.
By introducing Special Intelligence (SI), A3D-TC improves the error correction capability and decides the
permeability and permutation rates of the third component encoder. SI is tuned by generating Genetic Algorithm
(GA) based knowledge source and knowledge feeding. Once tuning is completed, the encoder generates third
component parameters dynamically according to the noise variance.
However, the addition of special intelligence in the third component of the encoder never disturbs the
conventional third component decoder. The decoder is as shown in Fig:2. The feed forward neural network is
used as the special intelligence.

Figure: 2. A3D-TC Decoder
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GA-Based Knowledge Source
The GA-based knowledge source is mainly used in the coding system to aid in training the special intelligence.
This can be accomplished by generating a precise training dataset, in which the noise variance Nσ is considered
as input and the suitable A3D-TC parameters such as permeability rate lambda λ, permutation rate Π1 and
permutation rate Π2 as output. In order to obtain the suitable A3D-TC parameters provided, the classical GA
procedure is described below.
Generate a population pool of

Nc

chromosomes, in which each chromosome can be represented as

X i [ x0 x1 x2 ] i ; 0  i  N c 1
x0

where,

,
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To determine the fitness of every chromosome, the following steps are followed
(i)

Design A3D-TC as per the chromosome parameters

(ii)

Encode with random input bits

(iii)

Add AWGN noise variance N  in the channel

(iv)

Decode the data

(v)

Determine the mean bit error rate (BER)

 BER 

1
| N |

| N |1

 BER
l 0

2
l

Select Nc/2 chromosomes, which have minimum error, among all the chromosomes those are present in the
population pool.
Perform crossover and mutation at a rate of Cr and Mr respectively so that 3Cr genes are exchanged between
two chromosomes in crossover operation to obtain child chromosomes and 3Mr genes are replaced by new
genes in every child chromosomes. In our work single point crossover operation and random mutation is used.
After crossover and mutation, new chromosomes are obtained which combine with the parent Nc/2
chromosomes (selected based on fitness) and form a new population pool. The new population is submitted for
fitness evaluation and the process gets repeated till a maximum number of iterations get reached.
At the end of the iterations, a best set of A3D-TC parameters Xbest are obtained which are used for knowledge
feeding the corresponding Nσ
As shown in the Fig:1. Special Intelligence (SI) is added to the third component of the encoder. However SI thus
added never disturbs the conventional third component decoder [1].
The SI used here has a single input node, three output nodes and N H hidden nodes. The hidden nodes and
output nodes use sigmoid function and purelin function as activation/ transfer functions respectively. Noise

variance N is given as input to SI and the A3D-TC parameters such as permeability rate  , permutation rate

1

out
and permutation rate  2 i.e. X 1   , X 2out 



1

and

X 3out  2

are obtained as outputs.

The complete model of the SI can be given as
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where, w (1) and w( 2) are the weights between input-hidden layers and hidden-output layers respectively.
Results
For simulating Adaptive 3D Turbo Codes using Genetic Algorithm, the following steps are implemented
Part 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Part 2
1.
2.
3.
4.

Knowledge source is developed with Genetic Algorithm parameters
Input knowledge source is given to Special Intelligence (FFNN)
Encode with random input bits
Add AWGN noise variance
Decode data
Determine mean Bit Error Rate (BER)

Select the chromosomes (bits) which have least amount of error
Perform Crossover and Mutation and form new population pool
Fitness valuation is done in a loop until a maximum number of iterations are reached
At the end of the iterations a best set of A3D-TC parameters are obtained

Simulation Evaluation
For every structure, twenty experiments are carried out and the results are presented in the Table I.
Average performance is determined for every network structure and directly compared with conventional 3DTC for different noise variance values (0.15, 0.3, 0.45, 0.6, 0.75).
Table: 1. BER performance of 3D-TC and A3D-TC with network structure having (i) 20 hidden neurons, (ii) 30
hidden neurons and (iii) 40 hidden neurons for different noise variances from different rounds of experiments.

20 Hidden Neurons
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30 Hidden Neurons

40 Hidden Neurons
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20 Hidden Neurons

30 Hidden Neurons
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40 Hidden Neurons

Figure: 4. Comparative Chart for BER vs Eb/No performance between A3D-TC (proposed) and 3D-TC (conventional) for

network structure with (i) 20, (ii) 30 and (iii) 40 hidden neurons.

Conclusion
It is noticed that A3D-TC using Genetic Algorithm exhibits minimum BER in majority of the experiments
except in few noisy environments. However, the failure deviation of A3D-TC is very less and the success
deviation is high compared to 3D-TC.
For instance, when network complexity is of 20 hidden neurons, A3D-TC achieves average BER of 0.098828,
whereas 3D-TC achieves 0.107305 for 0.15 noise variance. This means A3D-TC has performance deviation of
0.008477 but for other noise variances such as 0.3, 0.45, 0.6 and 0.75, the performance deviation is +0.010568,
+0.030001, +0.025412 and -0.008943 respectively. On an average, A3D-TC achieves 0.021993 success
deviations whereas the failure deviation is 0.008943 when compared to 3D-TC.
Similarly, for 30 neurons the success deviation is 0.026387 for 0.45 noise variance and for 40 neurons the
success deviation is 0.011504 for 0.15 noise variance for A3D-TC. Hence it is found that increasing the network
complexity i.e., increasing number of hidden neurons in the selected network, will minimize the BER positively.
In A3D-TC, the parameters of third component are made adaptive by using Genetic Algorithm (GA) based
knowledge source and feeding it to feed forward neural network by using special intelligence.
A3D-TC using GA has achieved minimum BER in majority of experiments. However, at a few instances of
noisy environments A3D-TC has shown contrary result. The observations show that on an average, A3D-TC
achieves 0.021993 success deviations whereas the failure deviation is 0.008943 when compared to 3D-TC. For
instance, A3D-TC has performance deviation of 0.008477 but for other noise variances such as 0.3, 0.45, 0.6
and 0.75, the performance deviation is +0.010568, +0.030001, +0.025412 and -0.008943 respectively.
When compared to the performance time, the encoder in 3D Turbo Codes completes encoding in 0.0047
seconds whereas for A3D-Turbo Codes, the average encoding time is 0.0036 seconds. Hence using A3D-TC
0.0011 seconds of time is saved when compared to 3D-TC. The proposed solution offers better results due to the
fact that the parameters in A3D-TC varying dynamically with channel conditions.
In this paper, A3D-TC is designed to improve the performance and overcome the shortcomings of static nature
of permeability and permittivity and make 3D-TC adaptable to various noise environments so that the bit error
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rate is improved. The implemented solutions are found to show good results compared to the existing method.
Hence it is concluded that the proposed A3D-TC is efficient, scalable and robust.
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